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Defining destitution: JRF
The inability to meet basic 
needs for shelter, food, heat, 
light, clothing & hygiene from a 
person's own resources. 

In 2019, 2.4m UK residents 
experienced destitution. 



Statutory and common law protections
• Reviewed 595 UK judgments that used 

immigration & asylum, social security & 
other legislation. 

• Different definitions apply but some 
overlaps with JRF definition, covering 
shelter, food, heating, lighting, 
clothing/footwear, toiletries

• BUT, these legislative definitions, powers 
& duties are weak & are applied in light 
of insubstantial human rights standards



The good old days

• Common law of humanity “obliges us to 
afford [people] relief, to save them from 
starving” (R v Inhabitants of Eastbourne, 
1803)
• Poor laws – a duty to relieve destitution? 
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The welfare state

• The Beveridge report - ‘a revolutionary moment’ 
• National Assistance Act 1948 – duty ‘to assist 

persons in Great Britain who are without 
resources to meet their requirements, or whose 
resources ... must be supplemented in order to 
meet their requirements’ 
• 1966 Ministry of Social Security Act – a ‘right to 

benefit’ for ‘every person… whose resources are 
insufficient to meet his requirements’ 



How the welfare state has changed
• Erosion of the statutory duty of a right to benefit: 

• exclusion of those on strike 
• limitations based on immigration status 

(NRPF)
• Loss of universality – Child Benefit
• Swing from insurance/contributions based to 

means tested benefit – ‘New Style’ ESA and JSA
• Increased conditionality – and attendant 

sanctions
• A renaissance of discretion - the focus back on 

local government and the voluntary sector for the 
support of the ‘undeserving’ migrant and 
unemployed poor JJ Ellison, CC BY-SA 3.0



Inadequacy of 
benefit income

“The effects of uprating decisions over 
time have arguably done as much to 
reshape the social security system as have 
more explicit welfare reforms.” (HC Library 
Briefing, How benefit levels are  set, 2022)

• Freezing the uprating of benefits for 4 years
• Uprating by inflation restores benefits to 

6% below pre-pandemic levels (IFS)



Human rights treaties
Incorporated into UK law:

• ECHR – article 3 (inhuman treatment); article 8 (family life); 
article 14 (discrimination); Protocol 1 Article 1 (peaceful 
enjoyment of possessions)

UK a signatory but not incorporated into UK law

• European Social Charter - Article 12 (right to social 
security); Article 13 (right to social assistance); Article 16 
(family protection). 

• International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights – article 9 (right to social security); article 
11 (adequate standard of living)

• UN Convention of Rights of Child - Article 26 (right to 
social security);  Article 27 (adequate standard of living)

• UN Convention of Rights of Persons w Disabilities –
Article 28 (adequate standard of living and social security)



Human rights protections in practice
Courts do recognise an obligation on the state to 
avoid inflicting inhuman and degrading treatment 
(article 3 ECHR).
Challenges:
• Recognising when destitution results in degrading 

living conditions – treatment that ‘to a seriously 
detrimental extent … denies the most basic 
needs of any human being’ (Limbuela [2005])

• Establishing that individual’s suffering was the 
result of treatment by the state and not his/her 
own inaction or misfortune

Flickr, CC BY-ND 2.0



Human rights protections in practice
The UK courts have taken a narrow view on the 
lawfulness of measures that reduce the amount of 
benefit (including UC) individuals are entitled to:

• Benefit cap
• Two child policy
• Discretionary payments as an appropriate 

means of meeting human rights standards

And that exclude non-nationals from support:
• A ‘sorry state of affairs’, but one Parliament 

has power to impose (Simon Brown LJ)
The UK currently recognises no absolute legal 
obligation to prevent destitution.



There oughta be a law against it?
• Destitution flows from the interaction of legal, 

social and financial issues but…
• Social security problems are heavily implicated.
• The state should have the responsibility of lifting 

people out of destitution – a legal and a moral 
obligation
• Otherwise, what’s the point of social security?



How can we facilitate a state duty?
Within the social security system:

• Benefit adequacy
• Pause/cancel debts being deducted from UC
• Minimum income floor for UC – JRF proposal

Limitations:
• Benefit adequacy not politically palatable
• Reliant on IT system to adjust the deduction 

and/or Work Coach being able to identify need 
and/or claimant being able to request reduced 
deductions

• Doesn’t work for those not entitled to benefits



A statutory duty to protect 
against destitution?

• Defined by income- or deprivation-based 
models of destitution? 

• Nature and location of the duty? 
• A negative duty (to avoid taking action that 

would result in destitution) or a positive duty (to 
take measures to relieve destitution)?

• Role of discretion?
• Role of social security?



Conclusion

• Astonishing to have to argue that people 
shouldn't be destitute 

• If we could litigate our way out of 
destitution we'd have done so by now. 

• Legal reform won't root out structural 
problems that cause destitution 

• Protection from destitution addresses the 
symptoms rather than root causes

Protection Against Destitution Bill 2023



Conclusion

• Destitution is a socio-legal problem & law 
has potential to form part of the solution

• Need to transform human rights 
arguments about dignity into a statutory 
definition and recognition of destitution 

• A legally enshrined starting point for 
systemic change, building on the state's 
human rights commitments to offer 
meaningful (minimal) protection

Protection Against Destitution Bill 2023


